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DATES TO REMEMBER!
November 14: West River Breakfast Meeting – Rapid City
November 16-22: ASFMRA Annual Meeting – Louisville, KY
December 13: East River Breakfast Meeting – Sioux Falls
2020
January 15-16: Winter Education & Joint Meeting W/PAASD -Chamberlain
February 25: SDSU Ness School of Management & Economics Career Fair
July 15-24: Education Week – Des Moines, IA
November 7-13: ASFMRA Annual Meeting – San Antonio, TX
August 26-27: NE-SD 2020 Summer Meeting – Yankton
CHAPTER MEMBER ANNIVERSARIES
Member
Norm Edwards
Joseph John Doran
Haley Reisch
Marvin Mutschler

Join Date
11-01-1979
11-10-2014
11-01-2017
11-01-2018

Years
40
5
2
1

CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
We welcome three new student members to our chapter. They are Nicole
Inch from Ft. Thompson, Ellen Schlechter from Orient, and Nicholas
Voichahoske from Dakota Dunes.
Summary of Current 104 Members / 75 accredited / associate / academic:
1 ARA / AFM 12 ARA
11 AFM
47 Associate – 40 appraisers / 7 farm managers 3 Academic (1 AAC)
4 Affiliate 4 Retired
11 Student
11 Partner
Thank you for your support!

YPN: Ryan McKnight
Kjerstad Member Scholarship:
Paul Sickler AFM
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By: Paul Sickler, AFM
Last month, I greeted you to the first day of fall. This week it seems like we went right into winter! I still have
confidence that we are going to get a week or two of nice fall weather, with sunshine and above normal temperatures. At
least I hope so – we still have a significant amount of harvest to complete. Many of the soybean fields have been
harvested and producers are starting on the corn harvest, but the moisture content of the grain is still quite high in many
locations.
It was a busy month of October for your chapter as you will read about elsewhere in this newsletter. I would like to say
“Thank You” to everyone who has volunteered in some way, whether it be serving on the board of directors, speaking at a
SDSU class, working a career fair, attending breakfast meetings to share your knowledge or anything else that helps to
make our chapter what it is. It takes the time and effort of each member to make our chapter successful! Please take the
time to read about all the activities over the past month that your chapter has been involved in.
We can all congratulate ourselves for again achieving Patron Chapter. This is the second year in a row. Paul Reisch has a
nice article of this accomplishment on page 7 of this newsletter. Also, a big CONGRATULATIONS to Norm Edwards
for being an ASFMRA member for 40 years. That is commitment to your career, Norm.
Your board of directors is continuing to work with SDSU on becoming an Industry Partner with them and planning for the
Real Estate Network event. With the new Ness School of Management and Economics, there are some changes taking
place and in my opinion, these changes move at a very slow pace. It now appears that the Real Estate Network Event will
take place sometime in the spring of 2020. More to come on this as more information becomes available.
Also, our SDSU scholarship is moving from the Ag-Bio College to the new Ness School of Management and Economics
to better serve the students we hope to attract.
In closing, I would encourage everyone who can to attend the next chapter breakfast meeting. As you can see on the first
page, there is a West River breakfast meeting in November and an East River breakfast meeting coming up in December.
These provide an excellent opportunity to network and to stay in touch with our fellow members. I have attended several
breakfast meetings over the years and I have enjoyed each of them. I always leave with a good feeling about our chapter
and our membership. I encourage each of you to attend the next one in your area.
I “borrowed” the Top Ten Reasons to Attend a Breakfast Meeting from your former chapter President, Craig Sommers.
10: gone from the office
9: bacon
8: eggs
7: land sales updates
6: rents
5: coffee
4: friendships
3: laughs
2: fellowship
And the number 1 reason to attend a Breakfast meeting: to actively belong to and participate in this very successful South
Dakota Chapter of ASFMRA!
Please give some thought regarding activities or ideas that we can utilize to strengthen the network of talented people in
our chapter. Send me any thoughts you may have. Until next time, enjoy the fall and be sure to attend the next breakfast
meeting!
Paul Sickler
psickler@farmersnational.com
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CHAPTER BOARD MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
By: Paul Reisch ARA SD Chapter Secretary

Ten of the eleven board members attended the SD ASFMRA fall board meeting held September 26, 2019 at the
Spearfish SD Widdoss Education Facility. Executive Director Sherry Bren of South Dakota Appraiser
Certification Program attended part of the meeting. See Evaluation Legislation article page 5.
Meeting highlights not addressed elsewhere in the newsletter:
Education Foundation Auction: Paul Sickler, AFM
reported that Jeff Barker, ARA handled the 2019
donation…1 day – 2 person guided fishing with one
night lodging and meals at the Old 16 Lodge in
Kimball, SD to be used in 2020.
Jim Dunlap, AFM / ARA and Terry Leibel reported
research findings on possible engraved rifle for 2020.
Both did separate research on cost. Appears cost will
run about $650 to $700 depending upon quality.
There was discussion regarding whether to do rifle or
shotgun. The board approved that SD Chapter
purchase a CZ Quail engraved shotgun for up to $750
for 2020 Education Foundation Auction.
Super Bowl Board: Paul Sickler, AFM will again prepare a Super Bowl Board for the January meeting in
Chamberlain with proceeds to Kjerstad Member Scholarship. Paul asks all members to support this effort by
purchasing spots on the board and helping to sell spots on the board.
Leadership Institute Attendance: Using SD Chapter Kjerstad
Member Scholarship:
Pay basic member registration fee and transportation up to
$500 for Leadership Institute attendance -- Priority for the
scholarship - Chapter President, board member, member who has
never attended, member who has attended. Interest to be
communicated to Chapter President by March 15th. Members
interested in this scholarship for attending Leadership
Institute in 2020 and future years are asked to let President
Paul Sickler, AFM know of their interest.
Certificate of Value Update: The board discussed action plans
regarding certificate of value revision and improved access to this
information at county courthouses. Director Paul Joerger, AFM
will lead this effort for the Government Relations Committee. He
will cover the chapter’s planned steps in the November newsletter.
NE-SD 2020 Summer Meeting): Chair Dave Koenigshof reported that the dates will be August 26-27 program
from Wednesday noon thru Thursday afternoon. Archery Center will be location for meeting / education piece.
Education and possible tours continue to be researched. Another committee meeting is planned for early
November to finalize education and tours.
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SD ASFMRA SDSU SCHOLARSHIP CHANGES
By: Paul Reisch, ARA SD Chapter Secretary

President Paul Sickler, AFM, President Elect Brian Gatzke, ARA, and Secretary Paul Reisch, ARA have had
face to face visits and significant email communication with Ness School of Management and Economics
Director Dr. Eluned Jones and Lawrence Johnson, Development Director for the College of Arts, Humanities
and Social Sciences. Lawrence is the SDSU Foundation contact for the Ness School of Management and
Economics.
These discussions involved a move of the SD ASFMRA scholarship from College of Food and Environmental
Sciences (CAFÉS) to Ness School of Management and Economics.
At the September 26, 2019 board meeting, board members approved a new Memorandum of Agreement for the
SD ASFMRA Scholarship:
Selection of the recipient(s) is based on the following criteria:
 A student meeting a minimum of 2.5 GPA.
 A student in their sophomore or junior year at the time of application.
 A student pursing a minor in Land Valuation and Rural Real Estate.
Additional preference criteria:
 A student who participates in the University sponsored club: Society of Finance, Insurance and Real
Estate.


A student active in the Real Estate and Land Valuation Affinity Group activities including annual
networking event.



A student who participates in the Ness School Career Fair.



A student with stated interest in rural appraisal, agricultural consulting, and farm management
professions.



ASFMRA Student Membership



A resident of South Dakota.



A student demonstrating financial need.

Since the meeting, signatures of SDSU President Barry H. Dunn, Ph.D. SDSU Foundation President and CEO
Steve Erpenbach, and SD ASFMRA President Paul Sickler have finalized the memorandum.
October 23, 2019 was the last SDSU Agricultural, Food, & Environmental Sciences Scholarship Banquet for
our scholarship.
New IRS rules prohibit donor from having any influence in scholarship selection. This means our historical
process if having an interview team recommending a scholarship winner can no longer occur.
Soon, a new page will be put on the chapter website explaining the scholarship and process with a link to an
application page.
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CHAPTER BOARD TAKES POSITION ON POSSIBLE EVALUATION LEGISLATION
By: Jim Dunlap AFM, ARA Co-Chair - Government Relations Committee
There has been much news about bankers wanting appraisers to perform evaluations instead of appraisals on
some loans. The problem as discussed with Sherry by the SD Bankers is that even though an evaluation meets
the definition of an appraisal from a legal standpoint, the banking world sees an evaluation as something
different that does not meet USPAP. They want a document that is not called an appraisal to be available from
appraisers that meets their regulation guidelines. In short, an evaluation.
Evaluations have been a topic of discussion for the Advisory Council, and Government Relations Committee,
plus the South Dakota Chapter Board at both their June and September meetings. The idea, and the pressure to
pursue evaluations as a bonafide means of establishing value, has been coming from industry across the US.
This is a particularly contentious issue when banks cannot seem to get their desired turnaround time or
complain that the fee is too high and they cannot be competitive. (Like we have not heard that line since
licensing began!) However, this time it is getting action across the nation and requires serious consideration.
Get ready for change.
Evaluations discussed at the June board meeting were the result of Sherry Bren asking our industry if PAASD
and/or the SD Chapter of ASFMRA would sponsor legislation to change South Dakota law, allowing appraisers
to complete an evaluation that was not compliant with USPAP. Current SD law does not allow licensed
appraisers to complete an evaluation. States such as North Dakota Appraisal Licensing that have decided not to
pursue this issue, have had the banking community ask for a waiver on the requirement to have an appraisal for
certain loans as a result of not addressing this issue. Sherry does not want that kind of approach to happen in
South Dakota.
PAASD indicated it was ready to support legislative effort to allow appraisers to do evaluations without
following USPAP Standards 1 & 2. In June, after much discussion, the SD Chapter Board passed a motion that
we would not oppose such legislation. However, we could not support it because ASFMRA members must
complete evaluations in conformance with USPAP, or be in violation of our national by-laws.
Sherry drove to Spearfish for our September board meeting after meeting the previous week with SD Bankers,
SD Realtors, Division of Banking and the Real Estate Commission plus legal counsel of many of these
organizations. This group agreed that an evaluation met the definition of an appraisal from a legal standpoint.
Further, all agencies appear to be in agreement with proposed legislation that will allow an appraiser to perform
an evaluation for financial institutions that meet their regulation guidelines. Further, they agreed to sponsor such
legislation with input from the department and the appraisal industry.
Sherry presented all this information about the meetings to our board, as it is her belief that it is desirable for the
state to have the appraisal program of South Dakota providing regulation and oversight of evaluations as they
do with appraisal. All organizations agree that without a change in state law, evaluations could be accomplished
by unlicensed individuals with no oversight or guidelines. Such an approach will not be in the best interests of
the industry or in the best interest of the borrower/consumer of appraisals.
The SD ASFMRA Board agreed to remain with our June motion to not oppose such legislation, but recognized
we still cannot be supportive of the legislation since it puts our members in a non- compliant position with our
national by-laws. Until ASFMRA institutes changes to their by-laws, our members would have to comply with
USPAP in the completion of an evaluation. Even though this can be accomplished, it will require more
documentation and work than a typical evaluation.
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SOUTH DAKOTA CHAPTER PRESENCE AT ASFMRA ANNUAL CONFERENCE
By: Paul Reisch, ARA SD Chapter Secretary

Thirteen South Dakota chapter members are known to have plans to attend the ASFMRA annual meeting &
trade show to be held in Louisville, KY November 17 to 22, 2019. The chapter and individual members will
receive recognition as one of seven Patron Chapters of ASFMRA (see details on page 7).
District VI VP Paul Reisch, ARA is attending the Executive Council meeting on Monday and Membership
Advisory Group meeting on Tuesday. Paul also will attend the Education Foundation Board meeting and be
helping with the Education Foundation Auction as a member of the Foundation Legacy Funding Committee.
Paul also serves on the Financial Review / Investment Committee.
President Paul Sickler, AFM will represent the SD Chapter at the Tuesday Membership Advisory Group
meeting. Brian Gatzke, ARA serves on the Education Committee. Jim Dunlap, AFM / ARA, Matt Gunderson,
AFM, and Paul Sickler, AFM serve on the Government Relations Committee. Matt also serves on the
Management Education Committee. Paul Joerger, AFM, Past National President serves on the Awards
Committee.
Rick Gullickson, AFM will be recognized for AFM accreditation at the Wednesday Accreditation and Awards
ceremony. The South Dakota chapter is a Bronze Sponsor of this event.
Other chapter members that plan to be in attendance are Past Academic Vice President Jack Davis, Ron Dunker,
Norm Edwards, Mark Elder, Tamara Joerger, and ARA Past Executive Council member Terry Longtin, AFM.
SD chapter members serving on national committees but unable to attend the Chandler meeting include Jim
Jansen, AAC (Editorial) and Barb Hegerfeld (Foundation Legacy Funding).
The conference agenda includes a Leadership Institute Alumni meal. SD Chapter Leadership Institute alumni
attending the national meeting are Jim Dunlap, AFM / ARA, Brian Gatzke, ARA,
Matt Gunderson, AFM, Paul Joerger, AFM , Tamara Joerger, Terry Longtin, AFM, Paul Reisch, ARA, and Paul
Sickler, AFM.
The South Dakota Chapter has donated a 1 day – 2 person guided fishing with one night lodging and meals at
the Old 16 Lodge in Kimball, SD to be used in 2020. Jeff Barker, ARA handled the 2019 donation for the
chapter.
Paul and Nancy Reisch have donated a Crown Royal quilt made by Nancy for the Education Foundation
Auction.
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SOUTH DAKOTA IS PATRON CHAPTER
By: Paul Reisch ARA SD Chapter Secretary

South Dakota is one of seven chapters to be honored as a Patron Chapter at the national conference in
November. Eleven chapters demonstrated growth among paying members during the 2018-19 Calendar year
(10/1/18 – 9/30/19). The chapters were California, Colorado, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Mid-South, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, Ontario, South Dakota, and Washington. California, Iowa, Kentucky, Mid-South, North
Carolina, and Washington were the other chapters to achieve Patron Chapter status by reporting achievement of
the other nine criteria. South Dakota is the only chapter to achieve the recognition in both 2018 and 2019.
A Patron Chapter of ASFMRA has actively contributed to ASFMRA by meeting all of the following ten
criteria:
 Chapter is in “good standing” with ASFMRA and one or more delegates attended the most recent
ASFMRA Annual Conference.
o Good standing means the following:
 Your Chapter has a mission statement.
 Your Chapter has adopted and/or incorporated the new ASFMRA logo.
 Ninety percent of your members are current with their dues and account balances.
 All members are current with Ethics and continuing education credits
.
 Chapter has demonstrated net growth in membership (excluding student members).


Chapter has a program and/or committee to encourage members to obtain their accreditation and/or has
a newly accredited member in the past year.



Chapter has sponsored CE courses for members through ASFMRA in the last year.



Chapter has held one or more chapter meetings in the past year (tour, business meeting, regional
meeting, educational meeting, etc.)



Chapter has a Young Professionals Network (YPN) group that meets at least once a year.



Chapter has a broad base of membership serving as their Chapter Leaders and has filled (at a minimum)
the following position:
o President
o Vice President
o Membership Chair
o YPN Committee Chair
o Education/Program Committee Chair



Chapter has sent members to Chapter Leader’s Day in 2018 and /or 2019.



Chapter is participating with a local college or university – making presentations to classes and/or
participating in a Career Fair, etc.



Chapter has provided monetary sponsorship to support a National function – Annual Conference,
(summer) Education Week and/or the ASFMRA Education Foundation.
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EAST RIVER BREAKFAST
By: Curtis Brooks

The east river breakfast was held October 18 on the campus of Mitchell Technical Institute in Mitchell. Will
Walter and Lori Tonak are part of the MTI Farm/Ranch Management team and they presented for the group.
The main topics they covered include:




The programs they offer
How to utilize the finbin website
What type of information they’re looking for and how they obtain it

These instructors routinely work directly with producers. The information they presented is real world numbers
that can be useful to farm managers and appraisers in their daily work. They were very helpful and
knowledgeable instructors that are willing to help. Their department website is www.sdcfrm.com and the finbin
website is www.finbin.umn.edu. Their programs are a great asset to many producers, they are interested in
referrals, and said we can contact them with questions anytime.
Before and after the presentation, we enjoyed some good conversation, coffee, and treats provided by Tamara.
Members in attendance included: Jack Davis, Dave Koenigshof, Don Threadgold, Paul Sickler, Jim Dunlap,
Travis Shaykettt, Tamara Joerger, Bradee Pazour, and myself.

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY CAREER FAIRS
By Barb Hegerfeld
The SD Chapter of ASFMRA was busy in the month of October participating in Career Fairs at South Dakota
State University. Committee members answered questions that students had about ASFMRA and the
corresponding professions. Through these visits, committee members made students aware of career
opportunities available locally and provided information on ASFMRA’s national career center to find additional
internships, job postings, and scholarships. Students were encouraged to join the chapter as student members.
If you have any internships or job opportunities for these students, please contact SDSU Career Fair Chair, Barb
Hegerfeld and she can get you connected to the students interested.
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Continued
CAFES Career Fair
The College of Agriculture, Food & Environmental Sciences (CAFES) Career Fair was held on October 2nd.
The ASFMRA Booth was represented by three chapter members. Megan Hammond represented the farm
management and agricultural consulting profession, while Haley Reisch and Barbara Hegerfeld represented the
appraisal profession.
Nine students from the CAFES fair signed up to receive more information on becoming a student member with
ASFMRA and shared their contact details and career
interests. We have several students interested in
internships with a wide range of Ag backgrounds such as
Animal Science, Ag Education, Horticulture and
Agronomy.
The winner of the SDSU Bookstore gift card was Matt
Dehn. Matt is from a small corn & soy bean farm in
Howard Lake, MN. He is majoring in Agronomy and
will be graduating in December. Matt plans to go into
Agronomy sales, but has some interest in real estate/land
management as a career that would pair well with
working on the farm.
Pictured L to R: Megan Hammond, Haley Reisch, and Barb Hegerfeld represented the Chapter at the CAFES
Career Fair on October 2nd.
NSME Career Fair
On October 22nd, the Chapter attended the Ness School of Management & Economics (NSME) Career Fair.
Chapter member Rick Gullickson represented the farm management and consulting profession while Keith
Newman and Barb Hegerfeld represented the appraisal
profession.
Ten students from the NSME fair signed up to receive more
information on becoming a student member all majoring in Ag
Business or Business Econ with at least four of those indicating
Real Estate emphasis.
Cameron Boerboom won the SDSU bookstore gift card. Cameron
grew up on a small farm near Slayton, MN. He is a freshmen at
SDSU majoring in Ag-Business and plans to pursue a career in
the Agricultural field.
Pictured: Keith Newman represented the Chapter at the NSME Career Fair on October 22nd. Rick Gullickson
and Barb Hegerfeld (Not Pictured)
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FALL SOCIALSEPTEMBER 26
By: Norm Edwards, ARA
We had an enthusiastic crowd at the Widdoss Education Facility
in the Black Hills on a beautiful fall day. John hosted the group
and after a time renewing old friendships and meeting new
members we had the chance to confer with the members of the
board of directors who had just concluded their meeting in the
contiguous building.
I was able to tour the property which included cabins, lodging
facilities, a lake and waterway, a fire pit site with a sitting area,
some storage barns with a lot of antiques carriages and even a
civil war cannon.
John then cooked some delicious steaks to order and topped it off with some delightful pastries from a local
Steak House in Beulah just a couple miles away.
The conversations and opinions got better and more opinionated as the night went on.
Then it was night time and a late portion of the crew retired to
the well-appointed bunk house.

WINTER EDUCATION SCHEDULE
By: Travis Shaykett
Wednesday January 15, 2020
Morning Seminars –
 Understanding Surplus Soil Nutrient Tax Deduction and Its Impact on Value presented by Tony Hagen
with Land and Leaf Data Labs
 How Soil Health, Carbon, and Crop/Soil Productivity Can Impact Value presented by Anthony Bly
SDSU Extension Soils Field Specialist
Afternoon Seminar –
 Understanding the Equivalency Ratio to Value – Instructor John Widdoss, ARA, MAI
Morning and Afternoon are pending approval for appraiser continuing education and real estate broker
continuing education. More information will be coming soon.
Thursday January 16, 2020
2020-2021 7-Hour National USPAP Update – Instructor Craig Steinley
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A DAY AT STATE
By: Rick Gullickson, AFM
Rick Gullickson, Student Involvement Committee Chair, made
arrangements for Barb Hegerfeld and himself to spend a day at
State. On October 29th, Barb and Rick took a day and spent it
on the campus of South Dakota State University where they
were set up to visit three different classes on the campus. The
first class was Ryan McKnight’s Legal Environment of
Business Real Estate class.
Ryan introduced Rick and Barb with Rick starting off talking
about his background and his position with Farmers National.
He then went on with a power point presentation explaining
ASFMRA, the benefits and advantages of joining ASFMRA,
and letting the students know that they can join for free.
Barb then gave the class some of her background and how ASFMRA helped her become an appraiser with Rabo
Agrifinance. She talked about some of her training and what it took to become an appraiser along with the
different levels of appraisal licensing.
Both Barb and Rick mentioned how things don’t always go as planned. They spoke of how their future plans
took a turn for one reason or another which lead them to their current occupations. They told the students the
importance of networking and being involved, and college is the best time to start both. Rick also mentioned
that when you go out to find your job after college, who you
know could pay off more than what you know as far as getting
your foot in the door.
Barb and Rick then took a walk over to Ag Engineering to talk
to Elijah’s Kosse’s class. After an introduction from Elijah, they
both gave their presentation to his Farm and Ranch Management
class, again, mentioning the importance of networking. They
had a few more questions in his class such as “what does it take
to become an appraiser” and “how long did it take to become an
appraiser?”

They ended up in Ag Hall talking to Brittany Kjerstad
McKnight’s Business Law Real Estate class. Brittany
introduced Rick and Barb and after their presentation to her
class, they had the most questions such as “what is the best part
of your job”. They also asked “what classes should I take that
would help me to become an Appraiser or Farm Manager” and
“do you feel the lower interest rates is helping keep land values
somewhat strong?”
There was anywhere from 50 to 70 students in each of the three
classes and overall it was a great day sharing the benefits of
joining ASFMRA with the students.
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